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How far away can the sensor detect a drone? 
Detection range depends on a number of factors such as the type of drone, background environment, 
and how the detection thresholds have been set.  Our low-profile omni-directional sensors can detect 
up to 150 meters. Our Long Range parabolic dish sensors can detect up to 1000 meters.  

What kind of power is required for a sensor?  
The requirement entering the base station is 12VDC.  We have adapters that can convert wall power 
(120VAC - 230VAC), Power-over-Ethernet (POE), and any other DC source (12-48VDC). 

If I don’t have access to the internet, what options do I have? 
We can provide standalone servers.  Each standalone server can handle up to 50 sensors. 

How do I receive alerts?  
Integrating with existing security systems is the best way to receive alerts; this can be accomplished 
either through dry contact relays or XML/JSON protocols for IP-based systems.  Other alert paths include  
SMS and email when the DroneShield system is connected to the internet.   

Once detected, how often are alerts sent?  
This is a user-configured parameter where alerts are sent periodically as long as the drone is detected.  

We hear a lot about RF drone detection, why is yours better?  
Most drones can be pre-programmed to fly to a location without an RF link to the controller. Without an 
RF link, RF detection systems are useless.   

How close to the base station does the microphone need to be? 
The microphone should be installed no further than 300 meters from the base station. 
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What is the installation cost and estimated time to install? 
This varies based on the pre-existing infrastructure.  Our system is designed to leverage existing 
perimeter protection system infrastructure such as POE or 12-48VDC power.  

With new drones coming on the market, will your system detect them? 
We update our drone database on a quarterly basis.  

What is the weight of the sensors? 
The omni-directional sensor with base station, without mounting hardware, weighs approximately 5 lbs 
(2.27 kg). 

The long range parabolic dish sensor with base station weighs approximately 35 lbs (15 kg). 

What is the coverage of the long range sensor? 
The long range sensor covers a 30 degree cone.  For example, at 500m the long range sensor will cover 
about 268m vertically and horizontally. 

Can you share a list of active users?  
Our active customers have requested privacy.  

Can DroneShield disable the drone that is approaching?  
No, we provide an alert that a drone has been detected. It is up to the end-user to take 
whatever counter-measures are appropriate.   

What options do I have to stop the approaching drone?  
Available countermeasures depend on the end-user. Most are limited to non-destructive means such as 
net-guns & water cannons. Others can employ kinetic and electromagnetic methods. 

For urban areas with vehicle & other sounds, will the sensors pick-up a 
drone?  
Yes, we can filter background noises with our sensors. For high noise environments we recommend 
locating our sensors more closely together (100m for omnidirectional sensors, for example). 
 


